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This event has ended.

Nov 14

Recycling the Repository workshop
A workshop exploring Strathprints through creative practice: reuse, remixing, collage,
search, browsing.

By Maria Sledmere and Karen Veitch

When and where

Date and time

Mon, 14 November 2022, 14:00 – 16:00 GMT

Location

Curran Labs CU315a and CU315b Curran Building 101 St James Road Glasgow G4 0NS

Follow

Hide map Sales Ended

Details

Menu

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/maria-sledmere-and-karen-veitch-55676042133
https://maps.google.com/?saddr=Current+Location&daddr=55.863724,-4.240105499999999&mode=driving
https://maps.google.com/?saddr=Current+Location&daddr=55.863724,-4.240105499999999&dirflg=w
https://maps.google.com/?saddr=Current+Location&daddr=55.863724,-4.240105499999999&mode=transit&dirflg=r
https://maps.google.com/?saddr=Current+Location&daddr=55.863724,-4.240105499999999&mode=bicycling&dirflg=b
https://www.google.com/maps/@55.863724,-4.2401055,13z/data=!10m1!1e1!12b1?source=apiv3&rapsrc=apiv3
https://maps.google.com/maps?ll=55.863724,-4.240105&z=13&t=m&hl=en-US&gl=US&mapclient=apiv3
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/
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About this event
Recycling the Repository:

A workshop exploring Strathprints through creative practice

with Dr Maria Sledmere (School of Humanities) and Dr Karen Veitch (Scholarly Publications
and Research Data)

Time: 2-4pm, Monday 14th November

Location: Curran Labs CU315a and CU315b

Ever wondered where all the knowledge is stored, and what to do with it? Strathprints is the
university’s institutional repository: a digital open archive of University of Strathclyde research
outputs. It helps to make available Open Access research, data and further the goals of open
research through managing ongoing access to Strathclyde’s intellectual output. Strathprints is
freely available to search and browse and is full of enlightening articles on everything from the
wave energy of duckling formations to delivering a just transition to net zero. This workshop
encourages engagement with Strathprints through creative experiment, in line with this year’s
International Open Access Week theme, Open for Climate Justice: which ‘seeks to encourage
connection and collaboration among the climate movement and the international open
community’. Exploring key words relating to climate justice and ecology, we’ll develop
possibilities for remixing, composting, writing-with and recycling the Strathprints repository.
After considering some examples of ecologically minded creative works which adopt found
materials, this will be a hands-on workshop of writing and research. We’ll approach the
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repository not just as a static storage location but as a place of active, playful engagement
with freely available materials.

What we’ll do in the workshop: browse, search, read, copy, paste, write, re�ect. You are
welcome to bring your own device, but otherwise computers will be provided.

Goals of the workshop:

• Introduce experimental creative writing strategies including cut-up, prompt writing, search
operators and found text

• Think critically and creatively about the possibilities of recontextualization

• Engage in Strathprints materials relating to Climate Justice

• Encourage interdisciplinary thought and practice through creative methods

• Re�ect on ethical ideas of ownership, authorship, commoning, open access and reuse in
academic practice

• Use creative methods which align with Strathclyde’s Climate Change and Social
Responsibility Policy

 

This workshop is open to all students and staff at the University of Strathclyde. You don’t have
to have any experience with creative writing and nobody will be forced to share their work!
Institutional Repository Support Assistant Karen Veitch will be on hand to help with any
technical issues on the day.

After class, you are welcome to send your favourite piece(s) to the Creative Writing tutor,
Maria, who will compile them into a zine which then gets deposited back into Strathprints.

Place on the workshop are free but limited. Please book your place.

About the tutors:

Dr Maria Sledmere is Lecturer in Creative Writing (Poetry) at the University of Strathclyde. She
teaches on short �ction and poetry, poetics, publishing and made projects. Her research
interests hinge on the question: how can literature and culture respond to, and intervene in,
environmental crisis and technological change? Recent and forthcoming publications include
Visions & Feed (2022), The Luna Erratum (2021) and the weird folds: everyday poems from the
anthropocene – coedited with Rhian Williams (2020). Outside of academia, through
organisations including Beyond Form Creative Writing, Scottish Graduate School of Arts and
Humanities and Glasgow Goes Green Festival, she has taught workshops and led courses on
areas such as dream ecologies, the everyday, refusal and failure, experimental journaling,
entanglement, poetry and pop music, trash poetics, weather and postcapitalist desire. She is
editor-in-chief of SPAM Press and a member of A+E Collective.

Dr Karen Veitch is Institutional Repository Support Assistant (Scholarly Publications and
Research Data) at the University of Strathclyde. She facilitates staff and students across the
University in depositing, disseminating and preserving research outputs via Strathprints, and
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provides support with all aspects of Open Access publishing. She is interested in exploring
how the move to ‘Open’ within scholarly communications can be harnessed to address
longstanding inequalities within local, national and international research cultures. In addition
to her role at Strathclyde, she serves as External Liaison O�cer for the United Kingdom
Council of Open Research and Repositories (UKCoRR) and as a Trustee of the Chartered
Institute of Library and Information Professionals in Scotland (CILIPS). Beyond Open
Research, she has a longstanding interest in poetry, having completed a PhD at the University
of Sussex, ‘The Poetry of Female Radicalism in Depression-Era America’.

 

Organiser of Recycling the Repository workshop

Maria Sledmere and Karen Veitch
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